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be exclusively assigned 
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people make no mistake here. God may 
not want everybody to be a professional 
preacher, but He does call everybody to 
be a minister. No person can exclude 
himself from this number Every one a 
minister! Every day opportune! Every 
place fitting! Every occasion a privilege! 
Every opportunity great ! Every deed 
loving! How such thoughts ennoble life. 
They enrich it with the dignity of un
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but only as these find expression in action 
do they fulfil their true mission. He who 
said, “ think on these things," also said, 
" these things do." The true idealism 
which all, young Christians especially, 

id cherish, Is that which so relates 
high thinking to noble living that the 
very thought inspires the thinker to go 
forth to unselfish ministry among his fel- 
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And wear'st the gentle name of Spring.

Thou bring'st the hope of those calm

And that soft time of sunny showers, 
the wide bloom on earth that lies,

Seems of a brighter world than ours.
—Bryant.

" March was originally the first month 
of the Roman year, and was dedicated to 
Mars, the god of war. Its Saxon name 
means * lengthening month,’ as the days 
begin visibly to lengthen; rather, the 
days begin to be longer than the nights 
—Louring.

1 has Keble written :
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When t “ The trivial round, the common task, 
Will furnish all we ought to ask; 
Room to deny ourselves; a road 
To bring us daily nearer God."
And well may we pray with him:

“ Only, O Lord, in thy great love,
Fit us for perfect rest above,
And help us, this and every day,
To live more nearly as we pray.”
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